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Hagie Mfg. Enters into Partnership with Family Farms Group
Clarion, Iowa – Hagie Mfg. is pleased to announce that the innovative applications manufacturer has
entered into a partnership with Family Farms Group, in effort to connect progressive family farms with
state-of-the-art application solutions for their optimal growth and long term viability.
Family Farm Group is a collection of family-owned farm businesses that aim to improve both individually
and jointly. Family Farms Group seeks to drive innovation and help family farms navigate the complex
business problems brought on by the modern farming industry, with the number-one goal in keeping
families on the farm while preserving the family legacies of members.
Hagie Mfg., a 67 year old family owned manufacturer, optimizes customer growth by providing the most
innovative application solutions in the agriculture industry. Hagie Mfg.’s full season application solutions
enhance capability and versatility for performing precise and timely spray, side-dressing, detasseling and
cover crop interseeding applications. In 2014, the market recognized the value that Hagie Mfg.’s
application solutions deliver to the bottom line of operations through voting The STS Series as the
CropLife IRON Product of the Year.
“We are very excited about the alliance between Hagie Mfg. and Family Farms Group, as we both share
a common vision for the industry and our customers,” states Jim Craig, Director of Business
Development for Hagie Mfg. “This partnership will link the most forward thinking farmers with the most
innovative equipment in the crop protection industry today, while also allowing both teams the
opportunity to gain valuable insight into the future needs of both our customers and application
equipment needs across the industry.”
Hagie Manufacturing Company, located in Clarion, IA, optimizes our customers’ growth by providing the
most innovative crop protection solutions in the agriculture industry. After introducing the world’s first
self-propelled sprayer in 1947, Hagie Manufacturing Company has continued to be a pioneer in the
industry with innovations such as front-mounted booms, hydrostatic drives and hydraulically-adjustable
booms. A foundation with values built around employees, customers and innovation inspires sustained
growth and success. Hagie Manufacturing Company is committed to providing state-of-the-art crop
protection solutions while delivering a superior customer experience, yet continuing to build on our
family owned traditions and values. For more information, visit www.hagie.com.
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